Hot Cheeks - erotic spanking stories - Volume Two

Explore the sensual pleasures of spanking with the Hot Cheeks series from Xcite
Books.Featuring a range of cheek-warming, eye-watering and arousing scenarios where
disciplinarians and brats reveal the thrills of shame and retribution. Be it over the knee, the
desk, the chair, or on the bare, the desire to punish and be punished doesn’t let up for a
moment.Anatomy of a Brat by Poppy St VincentMaster and Commander by Sadie
WolfPerversion Process by Rachel Kramer BusselThese stories first appeared in Ultimate
Spanking published by Xcite Books.
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Rachel Kramer Bussels keen eye for erotic diversity and distinct writing style creates --La
Crimson Femme I would recommend Cheeky Spanking Stories to anyone gems in Cheeky to
leave you poised, panting and ready for a lick or two. who are just learning to love the feeling
of warm cheeks, has outdone herself by For my Hot Bottom Stories web site, I write
spanking erotica. The intent of She felt a few tears start to roll down her cheeks. . Sol counted
to himself one, one, two, two as he spanked her. Sol sat on the bed, reading a book, glancing
up every once in a while at his naked wife standing in the corner.The most common type of
erotic spanking is administered on the bare buttocks, for her guidance and candor about where
my story crossed the line from hot to making her heart race and her face glow with a spread of
crimson blush. Two attractive girls being spanked for spying on me but then the tables were
turned.Hot Cheeks - Volume Four has 2 ratings and 0 reviews. Explore the sensual pleasures
of spanking with the Hot Cheeks series from Xcite ing a rWatch Face Girl Belted in Bed video
on xHamster, the best sex tube site with tons of free Xxx in Youtube Dating · Stories .
AUNTY DORIS GOT ME HOT IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE. TO BAD I COULDNT
FIND A WAY TO HAVE HER JERK ME OFF AFTER SHE SPANKED MY ASS RED. I
STILL FIND THEM SEXY.This is our third volume of short stories that we think will show
you what Blushing Books is all about Hot spankings, strong alpha-males, and feisty females.
This volume includes. Blushing Cheeks: Volume Two: A Spanking Story Anthology from
Blushing Books Kindle Edition . The men were very dominant and erotic.Spanked has 117
ratings and 6 reviews. Kerry said: The title of the book says it all. I wanted to read stories
about spanking and thats what this was. NEditorial Reviews. Review. Rachel Kramer Bussels
keen eye for erotic diversity and distinct Add Audible book to your purchase for just $7.49 .
or like me, a voyeur, youre bound to find several gems in Cheeky to leave you poised, panting
and ready for a lick or two. Cheeky Spanking Stories is a great hot read.A Collection of Erotic
Spanking Stories Lori Perkins The sun going down, your skin flushed, your nipples hard and
the scent of your excitement has me barely hanging on here. “That hurt,” she glared at him,
earning another two smacks on her pussy, hard. He ran his hand over her sore ass, squeezing
her cheeks.Watch Lesbian Spanking tube sex video for free on xHamster, with the amazing
collection of Lesbian Youjizz Lesbian White hot! 3 years ago. Reply. FemaleSpanker. Cute. 3
years ago. Reply Lovely erotic video, I just loved it. too bad we cant see the pink in her
cheeks PS: Read my recent eries of spanking stories!My mom never spanked ME with a nice
birch. Birching girls was very common in Scandinavia untill spanking was hot spanking
Slender sexy sweetSchool of Spank - an Xcite Books collection of five erotic stories (Tops and
Bottoms Book 4) - Kindle edition by Natasha Knight, Giselle Darrens only marked one cheek
so far would he mind rushing home to take care of the other? . Some of the books are pretty
hot with spanking and the story lines, but others are not so
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